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Data Protection Notice 

1 Controller/Contact 

The Controllers as defined under the data protection laws are 

• Koelnmesse GmbH 
Messeplatz 1 
50679 Cologne 
Germany 

• Koelnmesse Pte Ltd. 
152 Beach Rd 
#24-04 Gateway East 
Singapore 189721 

• devcom GmbH 
Luxemburger Str. 79-83 
50354 Hürth-Efferen 
Germany 

The Data Protection Officer of Koelnmesse GmbH can be contacted as follows: 
datenschutz-km@koelnmesse.de 

The Data Protection Officer of Koelnmesse Pte Ltd can be contacted as follows: 
privacypolicycontroller@koelnmesse.com.sg 

For trade fairs outside Germany, the Data Protection Officer of Koelnmesse GmbH can be contacted 
as follows: dataprivacy@koelnmesse.de 

2 Your rights as data subject 

If your personal data are processed, you are a data subject as defined in the General Data Protec-
tion Regulation (GDPR) and you have the following rights with respect to the Controller: 

Right of objection 

You have the right to file an objection at any time against processing of your personal data, 
carried out based on Art. 6 (1) sentence 1 lit. e) or f) GDPR, for reasons resulting from your 
particular situation. This also applies to any Profiling based on these provisions. The prevailing 
regulations of the Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA) of Singapore as well as the Data Privacy 
Policy of Koelnmesse Pte Ltd do also apply as far as the Koelnmesse Pte Ltd is concerned as 
controller. 

The Controllers will then no longer process your personal data, unless You can demonstrate 
compelling reasons for the processing warranting protection, and these prevail over your inter-
ests, rights and liberties, or if the processing is for the purpose of asserting, exercising or de-
fence of legal entitlements. 

If your personal data are processed to carry out direct advertising, you have a right to file an 
objection at any time against the processing of your personal data for the purpose of such ad-
vertising. This also applies to Profiling insofar as it is connected with such direct advertising. 

If you object to processing for the purpose of direct advertising, your personal data will no 
longer be processed for these purposes. 

In connection with the use of services of the information society and notwithstanding Directive 
2002/58/EC, you have the possibility of exercising your right of objection via automated proce-
dures that use technical specifications. 

You can demand information on whether we process personal data concerning you. If such pro-
cessing is carried out, you can demand further information on this processing, in particular the pur-
poses, categories of personal data, recipients or the categories of recipients, planned storage dura-
tion etc. 

You have a right to correction and/or completion of your data. 
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You can demand the restriction of the processing of your personal data under certain circumstanc-
es: If the processing of your personal data has been restricted, these data — with the exception of 
their storage — can only be processed with your consent, or for the assertion, exercise or defence of 
legal entitlements, or to protect the rights of another natural or legal person, or for reasons of an 
important public interest on the part of the EU or a member state. 

Under certain circumstances, you can demand the erasure of the personal data concerning you. If 
the Controllers have made your personal data public and are obliged to erase them, he shall, with 
consideration for the available technology and implementation costs, take appropriate measures, 
including of a technical nature, to inform Controllers, responsible for the data processing and pro-
cessing the personal data, that you, as data subject, have demanded that they delete all links to 
these personal data, or have demanded the deletion of copies or replications of these personal da-
ta. 

If you have asserted the right of rectification, erasure, or restriction of processing with respect to 
one of the Controllers, the latter is obliged to inform all recipients, to whom your personal data 
have been disclosed, of this rectification or erasure of the data or of the restriction of processing, 
unless this proves to be impossible or involves disproportionate expense. You have a right with re-
spect to the Controller to be informed of these recipients. 

You have a right to receive your personal data, provided by you, in a structured, commonly used 
and machine-readable format. You also have a right to insist that these data be transferred directly 
to another controller, insofar as this is technically possible. Liberties and rights of other persons 
must not be impaired as a result. 

You have the right to revoke your data protection declaration of consent at any time. Revocation 
of the consent shall not affect the legality of the processing, carried out on the basis of the con-
sent, up until the revocation. 

Within certain limits, you have the right not to be subjected to a decision, based exclusively on 
automated processing — including Profiling — that is legally effective against you or that signifi-
cantly impairs you in a similar manner. 

3 Right to complain to a supervisory body 

Notwithstanding any other administrative-law or judicial remedy, you have a right to complain to a 
supervisory authority, in particular in the member state of your residence, your place of work or the 
place of the suspected violation, if you are of the opinion that the processing of your personal data 
violates the General Data Protection Regulation or the applicable PDPA regulations. 

The supervisory body with which the complaint has been filed, will inform the complainant of the 
status and the results of the complaint, including the possibility of a judicial remedy pursuant to 
Art. 78 GDPR and/or any prevailing PDPA regulations. 

4 Information in the event of data collection via third parties 

If we collect your personal data via third parties, this can involve the following categories of per-
sonal data: name, contact data as well as further information, for example concerning your respon-
sibilities. 

If we do not receive these contact data directly from you, we receive them from the company for 
which you work and/or with which we are in contact. In particular, this can involve an exhibitor or 
another cooperation partner with which we exchange services. 

The possibility of receiving your contact data from commercial agents working for us also exists. 
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5 Purposes and legal basis of the processing 

a) If you conclude a contract with us, we process your data for contract initiation, execution and 
settlement. This concerns the purchase of tickets as well as the contractual relationship as ex-
hibitor, if you are acting as a natural person, for example businessman, in this respect. This al-
so includes the creation of user accounts on the platforms offered by us, unless a separate data 
protection notice on the handling of your data is provided there. The data processing can also 
be for the purpose of administering your participation in an event, a raffle or competition. 

Data collection and processing during Interaction 

When you interact with our platform, we collect and process your data to enhance your experi-
ence and improve our services. This includes: 

- Registration Data: 

By default, all data provided during registration is made available to other participants in 
the participants list. However, users have the option to control their visibility in the at-
tendee list using a toggle button in their settings. This feature is designed to respect user 
privacy and facilitate networking and interaction among participants who choose to be visi-
ble. 

- Contact Data: 

When you make contact with another participant or vice versa, we may store a history of 
this contact. This includes data collected when you send a contact request on our platform. 
To send a contact request, you need to find the profile of the person you want to connect 
with and click on the “Connect”- or “Add to Network”-button on their profile. You can add 
a personalized message to accompany your contact request if desired. Once you send the 
request, the other person will receive a notification and can choose to accept or decline it. 
If someone accepts your contact request, they will be added to your network and you will 
be able to view their contact information. You can also withdraw or cancel a contact re-
quest before it is accepted by the recipient. 

- Chat Data: 

If we offer a chat option in the app, we will clearly state whether the communication data 
and connection data are stored on our server or only locally. We will also provide infor-
mation about when this data is deleted and who can access and delete it manually. 

- Virtual Booth Visitors: 

If the visibility of the user is enabled, exhibitors will be informed about recent visits to their 
virtual booth. This allows them the opportunity to connect with potential leads. 

- Lead Reports: 

We generate lead reports to provide exhibitors with an efficient way to process all users 
that have shown interest in their company, e. g., by bookmarking the company. 
All sales representatives of the exhibitor are also listed on the company profile. If a user re-
quests contact with one of the listed staff members, the connection will go into one compa-
ny lead report, streamlining the process of managing potential leads. 
List of call to actions that trigger being included in the lead reports when data sharing con-
sent is given: 

o Connected with exhibitor members 

o Had a confirmed meeting with exhibitor or its members 

o Had a chat conversation with the exhibitor 
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o Visited or bookmarked the exhibitor page 

o Visited or bookmarked an item of the exhibitor 

o Clicked on the ad of the exhibitor page 

o Registered or attended physically the sponsored sessions 

o Watched the sponsored sessions online 

o Downloaded documents of the exhibitor 

- Badge Scanning: 

When a badge is scanned, the contact details of the parties involved will be shared with 
both individuals (scanner and scanned participant). This helps us to track event attendance 
and to improve event management. 

- Session Reporting: 

For live streams or video-on-demand (VOD) sessions, we collect data on visible participants 
and may provide a public attendee list visible for all participants and/or a private list to the 
session organizer including the rating of the users. 

The legal basis for the handling of your data is Art. 6 (1) sentence 1 lit. b) GDPR or Art. 6 (1) 
sentence 1 lit. c) GDPR in conjunction with AO/UStG/HGB for data contained in invoices and 
business letters, if this handling concerns the contractual exchange of services with you. The 
prevailing PDPA regulations also do apply. 

b) We may possibly also process data on you even if you yourself are not a customer, but rather a 
contact person of a business or cooperation partner.  

In this respect, the legal basis for the handling of your data is Art. 6 (1) sentence 1 lit. f) GDPR. 
The prevailing PDPA regulations also do apply. 

c) We process your data in order to provide you with the accreditation for this event. If you have 
given your consent during accreditation, your data will be used to send you press information. 
To do so, your data will be stored in our database even after the event is over. 

The legal basis for the handling of your data is Art. 6 (1) sentence 1 lit. b) GDPR, if this han-
dling concerns the contractual exchange of services with you. Insofar as you have given your 
consent to the sending of press information, Art. 6 (1) sentence 1 lit. a) GDPR is the legal basis 
for the handling of your data. You can revoke such consent at any time with effect for the fu-
ture. The prevailing PDPA regulations also do apply. 

d) We also process data for other purposes that are in our interests, specifically in order to: 

 provide you with product information concerning relevant products and services. 

 carry out measures aimed at improving and developing services and products, so as to be 
able to approach you individually with customised offers and products. 

 carry out market and opinion research or have this carried out by market and opinion re-
search institutes. This enables us to obtain an overview of the transparency and quality of 
our products, services and communication, and to align or design these in the interests of 
our customers. 

The legal basis for this handling of your data is Art. 6 (1) sentence 1 lit. f) GDPR, § 7 (3) UWG 
as well as Art. 6 (1) sentence 1 lit. a) GDPR, provided you have issued consent. You can revoke 
any such consent at any time with effect for the future. The prevailing PDPA regulations also 
do apply. 
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e) If you have also given your express consent and have not revoked it, we process the following 
data within the scope of profiling you: Name, company, job title, contact details, interests, 
your user behaviour and your interactions on our digital platforms as well as your movement 
behaviour during our events on our exhibition grounds. 

The purpose of this data processing is to get to know you better and to be able to send you 
marketing measures tailored to your interests and needs. In addition, we can use this data to 
suggest other trade fair participants who might fit your profile and at the same time suggest 
your person to other trade fair participants. This applies in cases where the other trade fair 
participant has also consented to this. 

Your movement behaviour during our events on our exhibition grounds is recorded by us via the 
app of the respective event installed on your mobile phone and the Bluetooth and GPS signals 
of your mobile phone. This enables us to track the exhibitors you visit, to get to know your in-
terests and needs better and, on the basis of this, to provide you with marketing measures tai-
lored to your interests during and after the event, as well as suggestions for other trade fair 
participants and exhibitors. This information will enable you to move around the exhibition 
grounds using indoor navigation. 

The legal basis for this handling of your data is Art. 6 (1) sentence 1 lit. a) GDPR. You can re-
voke your consent at any time with effect for the future. The prevailing PDPA regulations also 
do apply. 

f) The data processing is also carried out on the basis of an agreement between jointly responsi-
ble parties pursuant to Article 26 GDPR. The essential features of this agreement are: 

Obligations resulting from the GDPR Koelnmesse Koelnmesse 
Singapore 

devcom 

Determining the purpose and the means of the data pro-
cessing  X X X 

Determining the type of the personal data X X X 

Art. 26 (1): Determining in a transparent manner their 
respective responsibilities for compliance with the obliga-
tions under this Regulation. The arrangement shall duly 
reflect the respective roles and relationships of the joint 
controllers vis-à-vis the data subjects. 

X X X 

Art. 26 (2): The essence of the arrangement shall be made 
available to the data subject. 

X X X 

Art. 13: Information to be provided where personal data 
are collected. X X X 

Art. 14: Information to be provided where personal data 
have not been obtained from the data subject. 

X X X 

Art. 15: Processing of requests to obtain information. X   

Art. 16: Processing of requests to obtain rectification. X   

Art. 17 or 18: Processing of requests for the erasure or 
restriction of processing and Art. 19 Notification obliga-
tion regarding erasure of personal data. 

X   
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Art. 20: Processing of requests to receive personal data 
concerning the data subject (data portability). X   

Art. 21: Process objections. X   

Art. 24 (1) in connection with Art. 32: Determining the 
technical and organisational measures after carrying out 
risk assessment and insofar as necessary data protection 
impact assessment (Art. 35) and consultation with a su-
pervisory authority/transfer of the necessary information 
(Art. 36 (3)). 

X   

Art. 24 (1) Documentation of the choice of the technical 
and organisational measures (as demonstration of compli-
ance). 

X   

Art. 24 (1) Review und updating of the measures. X   

Art. 28: Use of processors and other (third-party) proces-
sors and their review. X   

Art. 30: Maintaining the record of processing activities. X   

Art. 33, 34: Process in the event of a data breach subject 
to obligatory notification. X   

Art. 37: Designation of a data protection officer. X X  

 

6 Legitimate interest 

If we use data within the framework of the above weighing-up of interests, our legitimate interest 
lies in enabling direct advertising (see Recital 47 GDPR), provided your privacy-law interests do not 
outweigh our advertising interests in each individual case. 

If we use data in the context of contract initiation or fulfilment with a business or cooperation 
partner, our interest when handling your data lies in enabling and maintaining a dialogue with the 
respective business or cooperation partner, typically within the framework of a contractual or other 
relationship. If you act as contact person in this respect — typically in your function as employee of 
these companies — you typically have no opposing interest if this interaction with us is part of your 
work duties. 

7 Recipients of your data 

If and insofar as you have issued us with corresponding consent, we shall forward your data within 
the limits of this consent. 

We shall also forward your data to service providers who are bound by instructions and whose work 
supports the provision of our services for you, on our behalf and in accordance with our instructions 
in accordance with Art. 28 GDPR. These can be IT service providers, print service providers, call 
centres if you call in, and similar service providers. In addition, we pass on your data to third par-
ties if and insofar as this is necessary to fulfil the contract concluded with you and order processing 
is out of the question. 
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In individual cases we also forward your data to third parties who use the data on their own respon-
sibility: finance and tax authorities, police and investigation authorities (given the existence of a 
legal basis), official registration bodies (if forwarding is prescribed by law), insurance companies, 
banks and lending institutions (payment processing), market partners, commercial agents, auditors, 
lawyers, accountants or similar third parties. 

8 Transfer of data to a third country 

The transfer of data to third countries is planned if this is necessary for fulfilment of a contract, or 
if you issue us with express consent to forward the data to third parties. A transfer is made to Sin-
gapore because one of the joint controllers is established there. 

If we transfer your data to service providers or group companies outside the European Economic 
Area (EEA), the transfer will only be made if the third country has been certified by the EU Commis-
sion as having an adequate level of data protection (Art. 45 (1) GDPR) or given the existence of oth-
er adequate data protection guarantees as defined in Art. 47 GDPR. The prevailing PDPA regulations 
also do apply. 

9 Duration of the storage of your data 

If we have received your data for the processing of the contractual relationship with you as ticket 
purchaser or as natural person, as exhibitor, or for the purpose of an advertising approach or for the 
processing of your participation in an event, a raffle or competition, we shall store your data and 
shall erase these after the event or when the contractual relationship with you has ended, when all 
reciprocal claims have been fulfilled and if no other statutory retention obligations or statutory 
justifying reasons for the storage exist. If you have a user account, your user data will be stored 
until this user account is deleted. 

If you have given us your consent (e. g. to receive information on products and services or press 
releases), we will store your data until you revoke your consent. 

Retention obligations exist in particular under the German Commercial Code (HGB) and the German 
Tax Code (AO). If such obligations apply and concern documents with your data, we shall erase your 
data upon expiry of the statutory retention obligations. As a rule therefore ten years from the end 
of the year in which the contractual relationship with you has ended. 

If we use your data in the context of the contract initiation or fulfilment with a business or coopera-
tion partner, we shall store your data and shall erase them as soon as these are no longer required, 
for example if our relationship with the business or cooperation partner ends, if you yourself no 
longer act as contact person or similar. 

10 Necessity of providing your data 

The provision of the data by you and the collection of the data by us for the processing of the con-
tractual relationship with you as ticket purchaser or as natural person or as exhibitor, is necessary 
for conclusion of the contract. Without the data we cannot conclude a contract with you or provide 
invoiceable services. This also applies if you wish to create and use a user account or to be accre-
dited as a media representative. 

The same applies in cases in which you wish to be approached by us for advertising purposes or wish 
to participate in events or competitions. 

If we collect your data in the context of contract initiation or fulfilment with a business or coopera-
tion partner, the provision of the data is typically necessary for the contractual relationship with 
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the company for which you work; we would be typically unable to provide services without the da-
ta. 

11 Automated decisions in individual cases or Profiling measures 

No automated decision making takes place, neither for the creation and execution of the contractu-
al relationship with you, nor for advertising approaches, nor for the processing of your participation 
in events or competitions. Profiling in accordance with section 5 lit. e) of this General Data Protec-
tion Notice is possible following corresponding consent. The prevailing PDPA regulations also do 
apply as far as the Koelnmesse Pte Ltd is concerned as controller. 

 

(last amended 6 June 2023) 
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